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DRONE RECORDS                       ҉                    NEWSFLASH                     ҉                      MAY 2015                        ҉   
Dear Droners, here's the 3rd update for this year, MAY 2015! 
 
label announcement: finally the new "DRONE-MIND//MIND-DRONE" LP is OUT !! 
* V.A. - DRONE-MIND // MIND-DRONE Vol. 4    LP   (D rone Records MIND-04)   € 15.00  *  
after a long break listening to many demos (showing us the drone scene is alive & kicking!) we can finally present you Vol. 4 in our ongoing series, with new names you probably don't know yet:   
KIRILL PLATONKIN (Russia): emotional power drones of higher beatuy; JEREMIE MATHES (France): cavernous metal tank drones; ILIOU PERSIS (Portugal): surrealistic drones inspired by the 
psychology/mythology of masks; and ROMAN KHARKOVSKY (Pakistan): melancholic nightshade drones; edition of 400 in four vinyl colours [each lim. 100 for every artists choice] 
 
as usual SOME PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ("BarakaHs T op 7 for discoverers"):  
DIANA DIEVA & SKELDOS - Aviliai  CD             
FORRREST DRONES - Naja Flexilis Exequiae CD  
ANSGAR WILKEN - The dark Inches    7"     
PLEQ & PHILIPPE LAMY - Gravitation     mCDR  
TOY BIZARRE / EMERGE - untitled    LP     
OISEAUX-TEMPETE - same    CD    Sub Rosa  SR381    
KENNEY/ KANG/ PARK - At Temple Gate    LP    
 
  + as always, there's much more to find, we recommend to read our self-written descriptions !  
  =>=>=>=>=>=>  
 
Pre-orders & reservations are possible. Please note the PRICES with your order! Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs!  
Usually the minimum order amount is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for 
specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website. Please send your orders & all communication to:  drone@dronerecords.de       

 
BEST DRONES !!     BaraKa[H]   

 
 

NR.  TITLE  FORMAT LABEL & 
CAT-NR  YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS  PRICE  MORE INFO WWW 

1 BAD ALCHEMY -  No. 84 (Feb. 2015) mag Bad Alchemy 2015 

neue Artikel & einzigartig formulierte Rezensionen und hier enthalten 
sogar ein Interview MIT Rigobert Dittmann, sowie grosses GOD 
RECORDS special, ReR MEGACORP (BIOTA!), HUBRO, INTAKT 
Records, 1000füssler, ATTENUATION CIRCUIT, EMPREINTES 
DIGITALES, STAUBGOLD, JAAP BLONK,.. und vieles mehr aus der 
experimentellen, drone, post-industrial, Impro & Neue Musik & 
NowJazz-Szene... Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, 
günstig & geistreich !  

€3,50 www.badalchemy.de 

2 BASINSKI, WILLIAM - Cascade  CD 2062 2062.1501 2015 the master of "dying tape loops" with two new pieces, based on piano 
sounds... (the second piece comes as download)  €14,00   

3 BASSO, ALAIN - Ab Irato  CD Collectif & Cie C&C 
mg01 1999 

re-discovered album by this ex member of DENIER DU CULTE (with 
PHILIPPE BLANCHARD aka LT. CARAMEL), with a collection of 
recordings made 1986-1998, compounded with pure synthesized / 
electronic sounds and concrete material, complex & challenging.. "Hi-
tech, lo-fi, sophisticated, noisy, bubbling, gurgling, sequenced, 
freeform"; 8 pieces, almost 70 min length  

€13,00   
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4 BIOTA - Funnel to a Thread  CD ReR Megacorp 
ReR BCD8 2014 

with every new album this art collective from Colorado (USA) further 
explores and deepens their very own unique and almost 
undescribable 'experimental Folk-Psychedelia', where harmonic and 
dis-harmonic structures forms a new and unexpected sound, you can 
listen 10 times to it without understanding it really... "a Biota album is, 
by definition, a whole movie" [Massimo Ricci]; comes with full-colour 
booklet again displaying new MNEMONISTS paintings.. 

€14,00 www.rermegacorp.com 

5 BLEGVAD, PETER / JOHN 
GREAVES - Kew. Rhone  CD ReR Megacorp 

ReR QR1 2015 

re-issue of LP from 1977 by the two ex HENRY COW members (+ 
LISA HERMAN and others) - one of the true classic albums of the 
progressive / art-rock / 'RIO - Rock in Opposition' movement... 
"Completely and utterly unlike any other album you're likely to come 
across. Ever." [Andy Gill NME] 

€14,00 www.rermegacorp.com 

6 BRIGHTER DEATH NOW - With 
Promises of Death  CD Familjegraven 

GRAV-01  2014 
the return of BDN, eight very different tracks with a great variation 
between death industrial, power electronics and doom ambience.. 
first release on new label of ROGER KARMANIK, mastered by 
PETER ANDERSSON (RAISON D'ETRE)  

€15,00   

7 BRIGHTER DEATH NOW - With 
Promises of Death  LP Familjegraven 

GRAV-01  2015 Vinyl version lim. 500, two different vinyl colours (black and white)  €18,50   

8 CARAVAGGIO - same  CD INA GRM c 2020 2005 

six powerful, surprising pieces between improvisation, composition 
and post-processing, by this French project, performed on 
contrabass, percussion, effected violin, sampler, piano, electronics.. 
full of tension, the meeting of electro-acoustic, chamber music and 
electronic music... their first album, based on studio recordings made 
in 2002; still very much to discover !! 59 min. length  

€15,50 www.ina.fr 

9 CARTER TUTTI - Play Chris & 
Cosey  do-LP  

Conspiracy 
International 
CTILP012014  

2015 
re-workings & re-interpretations of classic CHRIS & COSEY songs 
from the 80's & 90's, which they performed at live performances 
throughout 2011 - 2014; five remixes come from the limited tour CD; 
vinyl version w. gatefold-cover 

€28,00   

10 CARTER TUTTI - Play Chris & 
Cosey  CD 

Conspiracy 
International 
CTICD012014  

2015  €15,00   

11 COIL - Live in Moscow  DVD Feelee FF 004 2014 

professionally filmed video of COILs performance in Moscow on 
Sept. 15, 2001; COIL were: JOHN BALANCE - PETER 
CHRISTOPHERSON - THIGHPAULSANDRA - TOM EDWARDS.... 
issued so far only as VHS tape in 2002 by the same label; 55 min. 
long, DVD box  

€20,00   

12 DÄLEK - From filthy Tongue of 
Gods and Griots  do-LP Ici d'Ailleurs 2015 re-issue of their first album from 2002 - atmospheric, experimental 

Hip Hop with great suction ! €25,00 www.icidailleurs.com 

13 DAUBY, YANNICK - Penghu 
Experimental Sound Studio Vol. 1  LP Discrepant CREP 

15 2015 

two side-long compositions based mainly field recordings and 
arranged object sounds while staying in a certain region of TAIWAN: 
sounds from the seashores, sellers in the village, rituals of a temple 
nearby, underwater plants, harbours, funeral music, radio snippets, 
improvations on objects found at the beach and analog electronics.... 
very detailed & complex musique concrete / nature sound collages 

€19,50 www.discrepant.net 

14 DIEVA, DAINA & SKELDOS - Aviliai CD Skeldos sls-02 2015 a Lithuanian collaboration that really ripped into our heart €12,00 www.skeldos.lt 
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immediately, based on SKELDOS ambient drone-expanses and 
DAINAs beautiful multi-layered singing, focused on the contrast of 
near-silence, sad harmonies and walls of dream-drones....this is 
subtle "poetic drone" muzak at its best! "This sound-trip starts with a 
flutter of a butterfly in a mirror and goes through to the core of a 
dream." lim. 300  

https://dainadieva.wordpress.com 

15 DONOSO, RICARDO - Sarava Exu  LP Denovali den223 2015 

Brasilian composer with an ambitious dark technoid work (adding 
some neo-classic elements), reminding on BAD SECTOR or a very 
dark atmospheric version of ALVA NOTO, inspired by the Brasilian 
esoteric rituals / cult of 'Quimbanda'... excellent, intense stuff! lim. 
350, gatefold-cover, +download code with bonus track 

€22,00 www.denovali.com 

16 DONOSO, RICARDO - Sarava Exu  CD Denovali den223 2015   €14,50 www.denovali.com 

17 DURAND, WERNER - Remnants 
from Paradise  CD Absurd # 69 2008 

aesthetic & ethereal multi-layered drone-music that has been 
compared to PHILL NIBLOCK - based on various acoustic 
instruments like Shakulimba, Bamboo & Metal Mouthharps, Tanpura, 
Ney & Clarinets... great album by the Berlin based droner with three 
long tracks (55+ min.), comes in special three-panel circle cover 

€13,00   

18 ELECTRIC SEWER AGE - Bad 
white Corpuscule  CD Old Europa Cafe 

OECD 190 2014 
the project of DANNY HYDE with PETER CHRISTOPHERSON 
(COIL) delivering basic sounds & loops; most tracks were created 
2006 & 2007, all unreleased so far!! Numbered ed. of 750 copies 

€16,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com 

19 EMERGE - Frown  CD Attenuation Circuit 
ACU 1001 2014 

after almost hundreds of CD-R releases this is the very first "fabric 
pressed" CD of this very open-minded German label, with new 
recordings by EMERGE => "Frown" is a rumbling dark drone journey 
in three parts that seems to go deeply into the abyss, into a 
underground mining or sewerage system, using gurgling water 
sounds, metallic winds, breaking rocks, mechnical machine loops... 
where no traces of humans are to be found; great ultra dark musique 
concrete (no synthetic sounds used) !! 

€10,00 www.attenuationcircuit.de 

20 EYELESS IN GAZA - Mythic 
Language  3 x CD  Ambivalent Scale 

Records ASR 050 2014 
rare studio & live recordings by EIG 1980-1983, plus one full disc of 
MARTYN BATES solo recordings (studio & radio sessions 1987-
1997) and as bonus file diverse extra tracks, plus 32 page booklet; 
lots of previously unreleased material !!  

€28,50   

21 FAUST - Wakes Nosferatu  LP Klangbad FLI5 1998 
FAUST interpretates the Nosferatu story, very experimental & 
psychedelic... one second hand copy in stock (VG / VG+), comes w. 
nice 6 panel gatefold sleeve 

€15,00   

22 FEINE TRINKERS BEI PINKELS 
DAHEIM - Live at lab.30  CD-R Attenuation Circuit 

ACLAB 1008 2014 

who ever attended a FEINE TRINKERS show knows about the 'anti-
stylistic' approach and the impression visiting a strange chemical 
audio laboratory (for example using fireworks, effervescent powder, 
stones, wood..) - this concert from 2009 comes in a very good quality 
so all details from the vinyl loops, drones, strange samples & objects 
that were transmutated or used live come out crystal clear, great 
recording !! Lim. 50, oversized cover 

€9,00 www.attenuationcircuit.de 

23 FERIAL CONFINE - Meiosis  CD Siren Records 
SIREN 022 2013 

re-mastered re-issue of the second release from 1985 (MC by Broken 
Flag) by the old 'ambient noise" project of ANDREW CHALK - on 11 
untitled tracks MEIOSIS oscillates between high pitched micro-detail 
(feedback or shortwave) hiss noise and quiet analogue drones and 

€15,00 ghostsonwater.blogspot.de 
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field recordings, in the first half very raw & energetic but with a true 
sense for slight changes & (tape) manipulations... this comes in the 
typical facsimile mini LP style; lim. 500 copies 

24 FORRREST DRONES - Naja Flexilis 
Exequiae  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 

082-2 2014 

second album (after one MC) with glowing nightshade-drones by this 
Polish artist also know as MICROMELANCOLIE, setting you into an 
unreal fairy-tale like, nostalgic (vinyl crackles) but also gloomy 
atmosphere, a one-tracker of 60+ minutes .. very minimal & slow & 
smooth but with a certain low-finess... an excellent, captivating 'dark 
dream' album!! lim. 300  

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 

25 FRANCK, YANNICK - The Utmost 
Night  mCDR  Taalem alm98 2014 

dark blue drones! - 24min one-tracker by one of our favourite "new-
droners", creating mysterious, subtle, organic sound fogs with lots of 
virbrations, resonances, overtunes that float within..... the mystery of 
sound is somehow hidden in this..  

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

26 FURUDATE, TETSUO - One Day an 
old Phantom passed  CD Menstrual 

Recordings LH10 2009 

five pieces with relations to famous films (for example TARKOVSKYs 
'Nostalgia' and COCTEAUs 'Orphee') by this Japanese composer 
known for his ultra intense, bombastic neo-classic noise creations; 
here we have massive wall of sound earthquake drones and sampled 
orchestral bits that interact with the film quotes in a surrealistic way... 
quite special & effective.. a one-tracker of 58 min, lim. 500 

€13,00 www.menstrualrecordings.org 

27 
GODSPEED YOU! BLACK 
EMPOROR - Asunder, Sweet and 
other Distress  

LP Constellation 
CST111-1 2015 

"We love you so much our Country is fucked" - already another studio 
album by Montreal's anti-Major legends, four new heavy rocking & 
experimental droning tracks...gatefold cover, poster, download code 

€25,00 www.cstrecords.com 

28 HAKOBUNE - Vitex Negundo  LP / CD / 
BAG 

Empiric Records 
emrec 6 2014 

luxurious vinyl version, only 100 copies made, coming with printed 
tote-bag & sticker, button, gatefold print... => slowly moving sonic 
bubbles filled with warm multi-layered ambience from Japan, 
extremely warm and sensitive acoustic clouds, based on guitar 
meditations and loops, music of a timeless beauty.. think of VIDNA 
OBMANA, CELER, YUI ONODERA... 

€36,00 www.empiricrecords.com 

29 HENRY, PIERRE - Choix d’oeuvres 
1950 à 1985 10 x LP BOX Vinyl-On-Demand 

VOD133 2015 

incredible beautiful box-set (with full colour folder and silver 
embossed box) presenting the main works of PIERRE HENRY until 
1985, lots of rare material included, the artwork is simply 
astonishing... "The box set emphasizes the unpublished, the 
comparisons and the contrasts"; all re-mastered by IOS SMOLDERS 
/ Earlabs, lim. 400 

€175,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com 

30 HOLZKOPF & EMERGE - Craft  CD Attenuation Circuit 
ACU 1003 2014 

the third "real" CD on Attenuation Circuit is a collaboration by 
Canadian artist HOLZKOPF and EMERGE, using sound sources 
from Y-TON-G => two long pieces that "combine seemingly concrete, 
referential sounds with abstract, brooding frequencies", an open 
stream of improvised, morphing drones...  

€10,00 www.attenuationcircuit.de 

31 INNER VISION LABORATORY - 
Austeros  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 

092-2 2015 
ice-blue drones! => the third full length CD album for this Polish 
project, using fragmented everyday-sounds from the surrounding 
reality and transforming them into a very cold ambient industrial 
soundtrack that lets you freeze.... lim. 300 

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 

32 K2 / ALLAN ZANE - split  LP Attenuation Circuit 
ACW 1001 2014 

experimental noise in its truest sense on this "Pacific" Japanese / US 
collaboration with Drone Rec. artist ALLAN ZANE (aka WYRM, see 
DR-99); fast changing harsh attack collages, grinding & scratching 

€16,00 www.attenuationcircuit.de 
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wall of sound expanses... numbered ed. 300 copies  

33 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Ghost Logik 
2  CD-R 

Terminal 
Kaleidoscope / LPD 
self released 

2014 
EDWARD KA-SPEL is celebrating the Irrational again - second part 
of this very dreamlike & ghostly ambient journey.. "a voyage into the 
most hidden recesses of the subconscious mind"; lim. 199 copies 

€13,00 www.legendarypinkdots.org 

34 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - The Textures 
of Illumina  10" The Bog bog001 1995 

warehouse found - last copies back in stock of this 4-track EP 
showing the LPD frontman in a 'strange mood', with sparsely 
eletronically instrumented, quite experimental pieces, and the 
excellent dark "The Train to Never"... comes with inlay  

€12,00   

35 KALLABRIS & LEPENIK -...on what 
there is...  LP God Records GOD 

21 2014 

first ever collaboration by our beloved KALLABRIS philosoph with 
ROBERT LEPENIK (Austrian musician once active with FETISH 69 
and the TONTO label) => funny, eccentric, but also melancholic 
'songs' often based on loops & cheap rhythm box & computervoice, 
with wacky lyrics ("She's just a friendly Psychopath"), an almost 
undescribable album of weird, surreal, unexpected 'PoP' tunes, a 
playful & highly creative handling and enlarging of musical genres...  

€18,00 www.godrec.com 

36 KENNEY/ KANG/ PARK -  At Temple 
Gate LP Weyrd Son 

Records WYS-009 2014 

after the two beautiful LP on Ideologic Organ this sees JESSIKA 
KENNEY and EYVIND KANG working together again, now with help 
of HYEONHEE PARK on percussion & electronics, containing both 
collab & solo pieces.... expressive vocals, focused percussion, 
bubbling water, contemplation drones, viola, east asian harmonics.... 
a celebratory / ritualistic atmosphere between silence & noisy 
outbursts... intense! lim. 300  

€20,00 www.weyrdsonrecords.com 

37 KISSY SUZUKI - Exploring the 
Seas of Consciousness  mCDR  Taalem alm103 2014 

first 'physical' release for this French project with a strange name, 
also know as LINEAR BELLS; two tracks of ultra meditative drone-
clouds, harmonic & amorph.. to discover !  

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

38 
LEE MYERS, DAVID (aka ARCANE 
DEVICE) & THOMAS DIMUZIO - 
Uncertain Symmetry  

CD Korm Plastics KP 
3008 2002 

12 studio collaboration pieces (55 min.) by two of the US American 
masters of sound-processing: all acoustics here are derived from 
feedbacks only, which were transformed, (re)sampled, (re)processed, 
(re)contextualized with phantastic results !! No boring moments, no 
standard sounds.. super abstract & atmospheric pure electronics... 
"At peak intensity, their jagged music threatens to pierce the skin."[ 
The Wire]. BACK IN STOCK ! 

€13,00 www.kormplastics.nl 

39 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - 
Chemical Playschool Vol. 16 & 18  do-CDR  

Terminal 
Kaleidoscope / LPD 
self released 

2014 
the Chemical Playschool-series, the PINK DOTS outlet for their most 
experimental, dreamlike, surrealistic side, continues with these four 
long studio recordings from 2014...lim. 299 copies, self-released by 
LPD  

€18,00 www.legendarypinkdots.org 

40 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - 
Synesthesia  do-LP  Norton North 

MMXIV-II  2015 
first ever vinyl re-issue of this album from 2002, which was at that 
time a kind of companion release to "Chemical Playschool 11-13" 
(2001); excellent artwork (silver-black printed gatefold) & fourth 
bonus side with rare live versions; lim. 600 

€28,00 www.nortonnorth.com 

41 LILES, ANDREW - Cover Girls  CD Dirter Promotions 
DPROMCD111  2015 

ANDREW LILES continues to surprise the fans with almost every 
new release - on "Cover Girls" we find only cover versions sung by 
diverse female singers (for example BABY DEE, COSEY FANNY 
TUTTI, MELON LILES, MIRANDA KINKELAAR - probably the wifes 
of LILES and F. KINKELAAR [BRUNNEN] ), repolishing & de-
constructing tracks like "Morning has broken" (CAT STEVENS), 

€14,50 www.dirter.co.uk 
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"Zerstörte Zelle" (NEUBAUTEN), "Video Killed the Radio Star" 
(BUGGLES), etc. etc...  

42 LILES, ANDREW - First Monster 
Last Monster Always Monster  CD Dirter Promotions 

DPROMCD114  2015 

"the devil may care but I don't mind" - a tribute to SISTER OF 
MERCYs "First and Last and Always" album from 1985, exactly 30 
years after its release => this is an instrumental, eletronic adaption of 
the whole album, with LILES typical organ-like / plastic synth sounds 
and even typical 80's sequencer & rhythm box tunes, an incredible 
mind-fuck !!  

€14,00 www.dirter.co.uk 

43 MACHINEFABRIEK & GARETH 
DAVIS - Ghost Lanes  LP Dekorder [056] 2011 

two completely improvised pieces created by the experimental use of 
one guitar & effects and a reverberated bass /contrabass clarinet..... 
very droney, analogue, focused... " A perfect soundtrack for some 
weird underwater world"...  

€13,50 www.dekorder.com 

44 MATHIEU, STEPHAN - The falling 
Rocket  do-LP Dekorder [067] 2013 

nine new pieces spread on 4 LP sides, created on Farfisa organ, 
gramophone, Hohner Electronium and Radio... very focused multil-
layered organic drones, like ROTHKOs monochrome pictures 
transformed into sound (as Frans de Waard says)... comes w. nice 
gatefold cover  

€20,00 www.dekorder.com 

45 MERZBOW / M.B. - Merzbow meets 
M.B.  LP + 7"  Menstrual 

Recordings LH47 2013 

first ever album collaboration by two of the most important and well 
known industrial and harsh noise artists => "Dissonant Abstractions" 
and "Surreal Distortions" are characterizing the music quite aptly, 
these are wall of sound drones with lots of subtle distortion and 
distant harmonies appearing... comes on multi-coloured vinyl and 
with a bonus split 7", only 267 copies were pressed in total !! 

€26,50 www.menstrualrecordings.org 

46 MINAMATA - Mit lautem Geschrei  LP Rotorelief 
ROTOR0035  2014 

the first MC by this French industrial band was released already in 
1984 - it's now finally re-issued by Rotorelief => excessive vocals, 
completely distorted & deranged, low-fi pulses, noises of destroyed 
glass, metal; but also desperate 'songs' with piano & brutal outbursts, 
etc.. they didn't copy the pioneers, but tried to develop their very own 
style, really authentic stuff from the pre-digital area ! coloured vinyl 
version, lim. 200  

€20,00 www.rotorelief.com 

47 MINIT - Now right here  CD Staubgold 53 2004 
the great 3 track LP by this Australian duo (JASMINE GUFFOND and 
TORBEN TILLY), extremely contemplative & hypnotic drone-layers, 
somehow illuminated from the inside, gaining slowly volume and 
densitiy.. back in stock, our highest recommendation!! 

€12,00 www.staubgold.com 

48 MIYATA, RYOSUKE - In a Drainage 
Outlet  mCDR  Taalem alm102 2014 

violet drones! - composer from Tokyo who stands in the tradition of 
poetic or nostalgic ambience with classical / instrumental influences... 
four beautiful "endless moments" movements, waving, caressing, 
suspended, but with enough droning energy.. somewhere between 
W. BASINSKI and TIM HECKER maybe.. 

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

49 
MNEMOSYNE - The Air grows 
small Fingers (Drone Compendium 
Vol. 3)  

LP Beta-lactam Ring 
Records mt251 2014 

the third part in the "Drone Compendium" series is a re-issue of a 
long deleted CDR from 2004, with four tracks of post-rocking, chorus 
driven guitar beauty by this trio formed of AIDAN BAKER (guitar, 
flute, voice), RICHARD BAKER (drums), RODIN COLUMB (bass); 
lim. 200 in oversized 'book bound' sleeve 

€21,50 www.blrrecords.com 

50 MUSLIMGAUZE - Arabbox  CD Soleilmoon 
Recordings SOL 

2003 back in stock, one of the truly hypnotic and very nice meditiative 
(slow pulses / rhythms, sitar / keyboard drones, loops & water sound) 

€13,50 www.soleilmoon.com 
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144 CD  MG albums, recorded 1993, which also took inspiration from Indian 
culture... we think one of the highlights in his discography 

51 MUSLIMGAUZE - Hussein 
Mahmood Jeeb Tehar Gass  CD 

Soleilmoon 
Recordings SOL 73 
CD 

1999 
very nice MG album from 1998, later re-issued on vinyl,  "sees 
Muslimgauze taking a turn away from his recent electronic distortion 
experiments into a smoother flowing rhythmic current"..  

€13,50 www.soleilmoon.com 

52 MUSLIMGAUZE - Jaal ab Dullah  CD  
Soleilmoon 
Recordings SOL 53 
CD 

2007 
re-issue of album from 1997, one of the very rhythmic / 'oriental' 
sounding albums with strong political message... 24 very versatile 
tracks, 74 min playtime !! 

€13,50 www.soleilmoon.com 

53 MUSLIMGAUZE - Syrinjia  do-CD  
Soleilmoon 
Recordings SOL 
132 CD  

2004 re-issue of do-LP from 1998 with lots of bonus tracks; a very dubby, 
almost dance-oriented release, with strong Reggae influences...  €16,00 www.soleilmoon.com 

54 NAGAMATZU - Neural Interval  do-CD  Zoharum ZOHAR 
084-2 2014 

re-issue of the three tapes of this British "New Wave" Pop/Electro 
band with ANDREW LAGOWSKI (released 1983-1991), along with a 
12" from 1987 and a bonus track - very 80's pure analogic synth & 
sequencer music that could have been released by FACTORY or 
4AD in the glorious old days...  

€14,00 www.zoharum.com 

55 NOGRAY, FREDERIC - Wuritagu  mCDR  Taalem alm99 2014 
field recordings made at the coast of Honduras serve as the acoustic 
foundation for this day-dreamlike excursion into droning, piercing and 
hissing spheres of wind, insects, single birds and breaking ocean 
waves.... a one-tracker of 21 min. 

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

56 NOZAKI, TOMONARI - The Fall of 
Icarus  mCDR  Taalem alm106 2014 

drone-ambient newcomer from Japan inspired with this work by the 
myth of Icarus, using reel-to-reel tape 'destruction' techniques and 
other analogue experiments, creating a harmonic but powerful 
ambience somewhere between WILLIAM BASINSKI and TIM 
HECKER maybe... to discover  

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

57 NURSE WITH WOUND - Lumb's 
Sister  CD United Jnana 

UJ2008 2015 

more than 20 years after the first announcement this (never used) 
film-soundtrack finally sees the light of day; recorded already 1986 / 
1987 with one track being a collaboration with COIL ("How to destroy 
Angels II"), this is an outstanding dark & dense soundtrack with some 
typical eerie NWW elements appearing in the mix, really captivating 
like a bad dream.... length 70+ min. !! 

€19,00   

58 
NURSE WITH WOUND & GRAHAM 
BOWERS - Mutation ...The Lunatics 
are running the Asylum ...  

CD Red Wharf RW-1-
01-012  2015 

there's no chance to relax yet - it seems GRAHAM BOWERS and 
STEVEN STAPLETON won't stop their collaboration series until all 
insane people are liberated and take over => six new tracks exploring 
acoustic mutations, transformations, metamorphoses, an incredible 
number of mixed up sound sources going wild for an carnivalesque 
listening experience!!  

€16,00   

59 OISEAUX-TEMPETE - same  CD Sub Rosa SR381 2013 

debut album of exciting & ambitious new trio from Paris, combining 
ultra melancholic post rock & shoegaze with more experimental 
ambient & drone passages (performed on guitar, bass, drums & 
percussion, keyboards, sax, voice, sampler) and sometimes more 
aggressiven rock power with a strong political impetus.... feat. 
excellent cover photos by STEPHANE D... "retraces, in a sonic 
odyssey, the qualms and queries of a sickly and dysfunctional 
Western society" 

€13,00 www.subrosa.net 

60 PLEQ & PHILIPPE LAMY - mCDR  Taalem alm104 2014 the fine arts sculptor & painter from France PHILIPPE LAMY did €5,00 www.taalem.com 
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Gravitation  already several collaborations together with PLEQ from Poland, on 
this almost 22+ min. one-tracker they form an ever changing drone-
mass with lots of unidentifiable 'concrete' micro-details, not really 
noise, not really ambient, but very atmospheric, great piece !! 
"Spacious collage music, very energetic and one of the best in the 
Taalem catalogue" [FdW / Vital Weekly] 

61 RAPOON - Calling the Rain  7" Black Drone 
khomus 01 2013 

very hard to find 7" from an Australian label that completely 
disappeared after this release; the basic sounds are all based on the 
traditional ritual instrument KHOMUS (vargan/dan-moi/mouth harp), 
which is used by various tribes (mostly in Asia) for meditation/talking 
to spirits and rain calling.... lim. ed. of 300 and probably only very few 
of this are in circulation  

€16,00   

62 RAPOON - Dark Zero  CD  :Retortae: elixier 
11.2 2015 the CD version (comes in laminated full colour digisleeve) of this rare 

& dark Russian RAPOON release, lim. 100 €28,50 https://retortae.bandcamp.com 

63 RAPOON - Dark Zero  do-LP :Retortae: elixier 
11.1 2015 

"Enigmatic faces stare out from tableaux on walls and caves" - vinyl 
version of this rare & dark Russian RAPOON release: 2 x LP with 
elaborated cardboard cover & printer inner sleeves; lim. 150 copies!  

€33,00 https://retortae.bandcamp.com 

64 RAPOON - Errant Angels  CD 
Soleilmoon 
Recordings SOL 34 
CD 

1996 early recording (1995) for a radio station - very smooth & melancholic 
droning ethno ambience... BACK IN STOCK  €13,50 www.soleilmoon.com 

65 RAPOON - The Women of Thessaly 
and Epirus  2 x DVD  Ultra Mail Prod. 

U.M.P.-034 2014 

rare Japan-import with two fabric pressed DVDs containing unusual 
video / audio material for two female dancers (JOHANNA DEVI & 
EVA BALZER) and other experimental visuals, often with distorted / 
mutated effects, a handpainted & signed picture, slideshow, pictures.. 
lim. 100, a must for the fans !  

€35,00   

66 ROZMANN, AKOS - 12 Stations / 
Tolv Stationer (1978-2001)  4 x CD BOX  Ideologic Organ 

SOMA021 2014 

the COMPLETE version of ROZMANNs epic masterpiece, premiered 
in 1984, and presented here for the first time in its full length; comes 
in hardcover slipcase with 20 p. booklet with essay, photos, score => 
"12 Stationer" is a musical interpretation of the Tibetan Wheel of Life, 
using different voices & piano sounds that are treated heavily and 
form undescribable dynamic, ritualistic & powerful movements... very 
challenging & fascinating stuff ! 

€48,50 editionsmego.com/releases/ideologic-organ/ 

67 SAND - North Atlantic Raven  LP Rotorelief 
ROTOR0009  2014 

the unreleased 4th album by the German Kraut/Experimental 
legends, recorded 1973-1976! Comes in oversized luxus cover art by 
BABS SANTINI, lim. 500 coloured vinyl  

€23,00 www.rotorelief.com 

68 SCHAEFER, JANEK - Inner Space 
Memorial in Wonderland  LP Dekorder [078] 2014 two side-long tracks as a memorial / related to the great science 

fiction writer J.G.BALLARD €14,00 www.dekorder.com 

69 SCHAEFER, JANEK - Unfolding 
Luxury beyond the City of Dreams  LP Dekorder [077] 2014 

seven new very atmospheric tracks by the British composer who 
originally studied Architecture, majestic drones & ambient vinyl loops 
slowly unfolding with ocassional field recordings or 'concrete' 
additions, often created with a concept for an installation or 
exhibition... very nice cover-artwork too 

€14,00 www.dekorder.com 

70 SEETTON - Terrestreites - Rings of 
Saturn  CD Rodeo RODEO 08 2012 

digital drone-spheres and experimental cosmic tunes entitled after 
the 10 "Rings of Saturn" from this newcomer from France, 62+ min. 
of electronic soundscapes with concrete elements mixed in... creates 

€10,00 seetton.blogspot.fr 
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much space, surprising arrangements, cuts, changes, lots of 
alienated artificial sounds and quasi-rhythms... worth to discover !  

71 SOMNIUM - Marinconia  CD-R / 
object Somnium  2014 

this drone newcomer from Italy (a male-female duo) encharms with 
ultra melancholic drone ambience, reminding on the more quiet side 
of MAEROR TRI, ULTRA MILKMAIDS, EXIT IN GREY... the CDR 
comes packed in a handmade 'sand and paper' shell box with 
polaroid artwork, put into a fishing crochet net = incredible object 
cover! lim. 25, handnumbered 

€18,00 somnium.bandcamp.com/album/marinconia 

72 SONDE - En Ondes  CD ORAL 16 CD 2007 
archive recordings made 1980-1986 by this legendary Montreal-
based experimental collective (with ROBIN MINARD, etc.) => field 
recordings & object noises, sounds from sound-sculptures, 
contemplative-concrete improvisations..  

€15,00 www.oral.qc.ca 

73 

SUMMONS OF SHINING RUINS - 
Masami Ssi, Dangsin Ui Him E Su 
Eobs-eoseo Mian Haeyo. Naneun 
Dangsin Eul Ij-ji Anhseubnida. 
Gamsahabnida.  

mCDR  Taalem alm97 2014 
nostalgic ambience by a Japanese composer who is very active since 
2008; constructed with guitar, synths and tape recorder, this 23+ min. 
one-tracker is filled with harmonic drones and waves..  

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

74 THE IMAGINARY SOUNDSCAPES - 
Field Factory  mCDR  Taalem alm101 2014 

project of STEPHANE RIVES and FREDERIC NOGRAY who created 
here a 20 min piece of whining industrial synthscapes with subtle field 
recordings, an interesting combination..  

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

75 TIETCHENS, ASMUS - 4K7+  5 x CD BOX Vinyl-On-Demand 
VODCD 7.B  2015 

re-issue of the four first TIETCHENS Cassettes released in early 80's 
(also on the "4K7" LP box by VOD), plus unreleased material from 
the 70's called "Musik von der Halde" on the 5th bonus CD; comes 
with booklet in cardboard box, lim. 400 

€42,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com 

76 TIETCHENS, ASMUS / OKKO 
BEKKER - E  CD 

Die Stadt DS115 / 
Auf Abwegen 
aatp48 

2015 
re-issue of the remarkable collab LP from 1988 with the two tracks 
from the bonus 7" and two more unreleased tracks; lim. 600 with 
poster-booklet, new photos and liner notes; lim. 600 

€14,00 www.diestadtmusik.de 

77 

TIETCHENS, ASMUS / THOMAS 
KÖNER / ILLUSION OF SAFETY / 
DITTERICH VON EULER-
DONNERSPERG - Untitled  

do-7" Die Stadt DS38 2001 
back in stock this nice double 7" with exclusive material, released on 
the occasion of a live event of all four artists that happened in 
Bremen, Germany, in April 2001; lim. 500  

€15,00 www.diestadtmusik.de 

78 TONIUTTI, GIANCARLO -  Epigenesi LP K di Rn/4 1986 
back in stock the 2nd LP by the Italian concept artist => experimental 
ambient industrial setting a strange atmosphere with repetitives 
structures... comes w. 40p. booklet with many photos, texts, 
numbered and signed edition !  

€18,00   

79 TONIUTTI, GIANCARLO & 
ANDREW CHALK - Tahta Tarla  LP Pans'Urlo Panseri  1993 

beautiful designed release from 1993 on TONIUTTIs label => long 
organic drones combined with nature sounds und more concrete 
material.. comes w. nice art-booklet, explaining the concept of the 
"Geographical Totem"; a timeless record, we could grab some more !! 

€18,00   

80 TONIUTTI, GIANCARLO / CONRAD 
SCHNITZLER - Kynak (Camma)  LP 

Urlo Panseri 
Editore HI-1-Hi in 
Rq 

1990 
back in stock this old classic collaboration between these 
idiosyncratic composers from Udine (IT) and Berlin, comes w. 
gatefold cover  

€18,00   

81 TOY BIZARRE / EMERGE - untitled  LP Attenuation Circuit 
ACW 1002 2015 

split album dedicated to the 'acoustics of mines': Side A uses original 
field recordings from TOY BIZARRE recorded in abandoned French 
mines (already 1995), which were later re-arranged & processed to 

€16,00 www.attenuationcircuit.de 
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form one fantastic side-long collage of various subteranean drones 
and ominous concrete sounds.... ; Side B shows EMERGE re-mixing 
the sources in a much different, dark musique concrete / ambient 
industrial way... a real masterpiece by these two Drone Rec. artists 
(DR-31, DR-64)!!! lim./numb. 300 copies 

82 TREPANERINGSRITUALEN - 
Ritualer, Blot och botgöring  CD Infinite Fog 

Productions IF-45 2014 
re-release of the very first MC from 2008 with two additional bonus 
tracks => abrasive raw loops, analogue synth noises, metalloid 
hypnotic pulses, with dark & gloomy parts and occasional "vocals" 
with metal percussion... stripped down Death Industrial at its best ! 

€13,00 www.infinitefog.ru 

83 TURMAN, ROBERT - Way Down  CD Infinite Fog 
Productions IF-41 2014 re-issue of a cassette-only release from 1987, a very 80's sounding 

minimal synth / industrial work  €13,00 www.infinitefog.ru 

84 TZII - SAnd HAert RAge  12" Treue um Treue 
TUT 031 2014 

inspired by the artists childhood in the Sahara, this is the first solo 12" 
(with 4 tracks) by this French musician, film-maker and excessive 
live-performer, who is also active as SOLAR SKELETONS; "best 
Oriental Chill-Wave for both the dance-floor and your inner eye" ; 
lim./numb. 160, Arabian titles and lovely artwork with inlay card 

€13,00 www.tutrur.com 

85 ULLMANN, JAKOB - Fremde Zeit 
Addendum 1-4  4 x CD BOX Edition RZ 1026-

1029 2014 

complete version of the "Fremde Zeit" opus, now with fourth 
additional CD [RZ 1029 - also available as single CD if you already 
own the "Fremde Zeit" 1-3 box] => extremely subtle & fragile long 
pieces for various instruments (clarinet, flute, piano, saxophone, 
violin, organ, oboe, cello, bassoon, etc..) by this amazing composer 
from Freiberg, former East Germany; comes with extensive booklet in 
nice cardboard box  

€40,00 www.edition-rz.de 

86 VIVENZA - Fondements bruitistes 1 LP Rotorelief 
ROTOR0033-AB  2014 

the best pure machine noise you can find!! The complete sessions 
from 1984 with many unreleased bonus tracks, spread on two single 
LPs - sounds still incredible!! lim. 200, red vinyl version, filed under: 
bruitism drones 

€22,00 www.rotorelief.com 

87 VIVENZA - Fondements bruitistes 2  LP Rotorelief 
ROTOR0033-DC  2014 Part 2 !  lim. 200, red vinyl version, filed under: bruitism drones €22,00 www.rotorelief.com 

88 V.A. - DRONE-MIND // MIND-
DRONE Vol. 4  LP Drone Records 

MIND-04 2015 

after a long break listening to many demos of newcomers (showing 
us the drone 'scene' is alive & kicking!) we can finally present you 
Vol. 4 in our ongoing series, with new names you probably don't 
know yet: JEREMIE MATHES (France), KIRILL PLATONKIN 
(Russia), ILIOU PERSIS (Portugal), and ROMAN KHARKOVSKY 
(pseudonym for a drone ambient newcomer from Pakistan!); edition 
of 400 in four vinyl colours [each lim. 100 for every artists choice] 

€15,00 www.dronerecords.de 

89 V.A. - Tincture of Japanoise  CD Attenuation Circuit 
ACU 1002 2014 

another 'fabric pressed' CD on Attenuation Circuit presenting fresh / 
unknown acts from the brooding & insane Japan noise scene, most 
stuff is completely excessive & over the top, with crazy found sounds 
and restless ultra noisy collages... flushes your braincells free! 
ABISYEIKAH , Zr3a, NAOKI NOMOTO, EMEME, ELMA 
,HEDOROMERUHEN, ZPORE ZPAWN, JAH EXCRETION..   

€8,00 www.attenuationcircuit.de 

90 WILKEN, ANSGAR - The dark 
Inches  7" Happy Zloty 

Records 012zloty 2015 
two pieces for Cello, handplayed percussion and loops => dark 
acoustic / chamber-music compositions with very unusual Cello-
sounds... great EP by this Berlin based musician, film-maker and 
graphic artist, recorded at the legendary "Studio Nord" in Bremen; 

€10,00 https://ansgarwilken.bandcamp.com/album/the-
dark-inches-ep 
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lim. 77 copies only !! 

91 
WYNESS, JAMES - Objects 
wrapped in Objects wrapped in 
Objects  

mCDR  Taalem alm105 2014 
two compositions by this interesting Scottish sound artist, inspired by 
architecture and materiality, using material / sounds of "opened and 
closed hearths" and a tin foil/speaker arrangament: this is pure & very 
concrete object "material" noise...  

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

92 ZANE, ALLAN - The Sperm of 
Metals  mCD-R BOX Somnimage 

SOMCDR002 2007 
known from the great Drone Rec pic-7" (DR-99), ALLAN ZANE aka 
WYRM with a rare mCDR in metal box with inlays & banderole; pure 
metal sounds, completely deranged & alienated....lim / numbered & 
signed ed. 50 copies 

€14,00 www.somnimage.com 

93 
ZOVIET FRANCE & FOSSIL 
AEROSOL MINING PROJECT - 
Flexible Pooling  

7"-flexi  Alt Vinyl av064 2015 

the additional release to "Patina Pooling" (from a heavy steel cover 
now to a hyper fragile paperbag artwork) - comes on a lovely WHITE 
flexi disc with two tracks, inlay and bonus download = together a 29 
min. "mini-LP"; archaic shimmering low fi drones with mysterious 
voices & backward sounds that fit perfectly to this strange artefact 

€18,00 www.altvinyl.com 
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